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itself, close union ; sg. abl. *ami Grata (m. c. for Grata), In
intimate union, L
GarifJt, 2, (for 1, see Garm), m. a mode of action, conduct, 38.
GardGar, m. that which is movable and that which is
immovable, the animate and the inanimate, i.e. the whole
universe, 16.
^ 1, m. the pure spirit, the soul (the Skr. cit, to be carefully
distinguished from G£th, 2, or Gitt, the organ of thought),
76, 93".
) 2, m. iq. Gitt, the organ of thought, the mind, intellect
(the Skr. cttta), 9,11 (Ms), 34, 70, 87 ; sg. dat. GUas kanm, to
impress upon the mind, 34 ; Geta$ pfyiy, it will fall into thy
^mind, it will come to thy memory, 87.
Guthu, m. an apple ; pi, nom. Guttf, 92.
G.ttun, to cut, to tear, 66 ; to cut down, to cut one's way
(through a forest), 25 ; to cut away, or tear away anything
from anything, 80 ; Gatitk dyunu, to cut to pieces, to cut up,
104; Gatith zdnun, to know how to cut, 80; in 84, e&ng
gom Gatith appears to mean. fi my claw has become cut \ but
the passage is verv obscure ; coni. part. Gatitk, 25, 66, 80,
84, 104. '	^
Gttnn, 1, m. remembering, calling to mind ; esp., in a religious
sense, calling to mind and realizing (the nature of the
Supreme and the Self)1; s£. obi. (in composition) Getana-
dana-wakkuT) (feeding with) the grain and cates of this
realization, 77 ; Getani wagi, with the bridle of this realiza-
tion, 26.
Getun, 2^m.5 i. q. Gaitany, q. v. ; sg. obi. (in composition) GBtana-
8&iv, Siva in his quality of Supreme Spirit, as opposed to
his more material manifestations, 79.
Gaitany, m. consciousness ; (in Saiva mysticism) the Supreme
Consciousness, the Supreme Experiencing Principle, a name
of the Supreme (see Kashmir Sfiaivism, p. 42); sg. obi.
(in composition), Gaitanye-rav, the sun of the Supreme
Consciousness, 16.
Gitt, m. the organ of thought, mind, intellect, i. q. G$t&9 23 q. v.
To be carefully distinguished from G$tA, 1^ the pure spirit ;
sg. obi Gitfa, 22 ; Gitta-turog*, the steed of the intellect, 26,
69; voc. Gitta, O mind!3 28, 36, 67; Gala-Gitta,Q restless
mind !, 72.
Gynnu, see Genun.
Gdyes, see
wd, conj. or, 64 ; wd . . . #w, either ... or, whether ... or, 8.
wuckun, to see, 3, 48, 68, 83 (bis) ; to see, look at, inspect,
look into, search, 98;   fut. pass. part, wuchm

